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Complexity synchronization 
in emergent intelligence
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Paolo Grigolini 4 & Bruce J. West 4,5

In this work, we use a simple multi-agent-based-model (MABM) of a social network, implementing 
selfish algorithm (SA) agents, to create an adaptive environment and show, using a modified diffusion 
entropy analysis (DEA), that the mutual-adaptive interaction between the parts of such a network 
manifests complexity synchronization (CS). CS has been shown to exist by processing simultaneously 
measured time series from among organ-networks (ONs) of the brain (neurophysiology), 
lungs (respiration), and heart (cardiovascular reactivity) and to be explained theoretically as a 
synchronization of the multifractal dimension (MFD) scaling parameters characterizing each time 
series. Herein, we find the same kind of CS in the emergent intelligence of groups formed in a self-
organized social interaction without macroscopic control but with biased self-interest between two 
groups of agents playing an anti-coordination game. This computational result strongly suggests the 
existence of the same CS in real-world social phenomena and in human–machine interactions as that 
found empirically in ONs.
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In three recent  papers1–3 the authors have used the scaling behavior of dynamically generated time series to 
hypothesize the existence of a new form of synchronization having to do with the optimally efficient exchange 
of information between and among organ-networks (ONs) within the human body which is itself a network-of-
ONs (NoONs). This new form of synchronization is called complexity synchronization (CS). Unlike traditional 
forms of synchronization having to do with the emergence of coherent collective actions among dynamic entities 
ranging from fireflies to people and engagingly described by one of the field’s  leaders4, this addition of CS to the 
new science involves the synchronization of the scaling indices of time series rather than the correlation-like 
character of the central moments.

Normal synchronization is the entrainment of emergent dynamic global variables of two or more interact-
ing networks including the critical dynamics of many-body phase transitions in the taxonomy of the expanding 
definition of  synchronization5. The global variable of these complex networks is given by a discrete time series 
which is typically  renewal6 with an inverse power law (IPL) for the time intervals (τ) between events in the 
waiting-time probability density function (PDF) (1/τµ) and the IPL index µ is equal to the fractal dimension of 
the time series D7. The measure of complexity of a fractal time series is the fractal dimension which when the 
network interacts with another network of comparable complexity the complexity measure changes over time 
becoming the multifractal dimension (MFD) D(t). The MFD is the measure of each network’s complexity in a 
network-of-complex-networks. It has been determined by processing the simultaneous datasets consisting of 
the cardiovascular, the respiratory and the electroencephalogram time series that their MFDs are in synchrony 
which is to say this phenomenon is given by  CS1–3.

We now have a definition of CS but what it entails is another matter altogether and the details of those entail-
ments, necessary to understand the calculations done here are presented in detail in section Basic concepts and 
models. Herein we explore the potential connection between CS phenomena recently observed in the interac-
tion among the time series generated by human heart, lungs and  brain1,3 with that of phenomena generated by 
the interaction of correspondingly relative complexity of social Selfish Algorithm agents (SA-agents)  of8. Note 
that the detailed dynamics of the two kinds of networks, the first one being the interaction of three human 
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organ-networks (ONs), whereas the second is the surrogate interaction of an arbitrary number of SA-agents, 
can be very different yet we show that the multifractal dimensional (MFD) nature of the scaling indices of their 
separate and distinct time series satisfies the conditions for the same kind of CS. The equivalence of the informa-
tion content of the human physiological and a surrogate model of social networks is established dynamically by 
the direct calculation of the collective behavior of the SA-agents. The details of the model used in the calcula-
tions are given in the Methods section, but a general overview of the calculations is useful to avoid becoming 
lost in the weeds.

Overview
This CS of the scaling indices of the SA-agent interacting groups strongly suggests that above the level of time 
series  synchronization5,9 there is a higher-order synchronization of the time-dependent scaling  indices3. This 
higher-order synchronization can arise even in the absence of cross-correlations of the central moments of the 
underlying time series, such as in their cross-correlation function. But to see this behavior clearly requires laying 
the foundation for the growth and formation of a network from the mutual interactions of a collection of SA-
agents, bearing in mind that the dynamics of such self-serving (basically selfish) agents has in the past led to the 
counter-intuitive result that the social network that is so formed derives optimum value from their  interactions8.

Herein we do not initiate the interaction on a lattice, but instead allow the network’s structure to emerge as 
part of the calculation. Starting the SA-agents from random positions and moving in random directions on a 
two-dimensional lattice with periodic boundary conditions, thereby walking on the two-dimensional surface of 
a three-dimensional torus in phase space, the SA-agents, each trying to selfishly increase their own payoff, learn 
to form multiple large collectives, such as swarms and other such collectives.

Each SA-agent learns to modify its model of the world to anticipate/engineer its dynamic environment (i.e., 
the behavior of other SA-agents), whose purpose is to increase its own payoff. In this model, to make decisions 
(i.e., in which direction to move), the SA-agent first adaptively decides to either rely on the information from 
neighboring SA-agents of the in-group or out-group neighboring SA-agents (using a reliance propensity/prob-
ability). In the first case, the SA-agent picks its next direction to move as the average of those in-group agents. 
Otherwise, using the information from the neighboring out-group members of the other SA-agent group, the 
SA-agent anticipates their average position and adaptively decides what its next direction to move will be, either 
away from or towards that position.

Although the bulk of the discussion presented herein is in terms of the numerical simulation of social interac-
tions among selfish individuals focusing on the resulting emergence of group intelligence, we do not want to leave 
the impression that our remarks are restricted to such applications. For example, if wealth is a measure of social 
value, so that in reaching their goal of individual wealth maximization, the SA-agents incidentally and counter-
intuitively also optimize the wealth of the social  group10. In their discussion of empirical paradox resolutions, 
 they10 show that an analogous argument applies to collections of other social animals as well as to physiologic 
network of organ-networks (NoONs).

Kinds of intellect
The intelligent behavior of animal collectives is one research focus of  Couzin11, who, using an integrated approach 
involving both fieldwork and laboratory experiments guided by mathematical models and computer simula-
tions, attained unparalleled understanding of animal group behavior. For example, in his remarkable work with 
army ants he unveiled how such ants form traffic lanes in their movement that is optimum for the avoidance of 
congestion. The social value in this latter case being the efficiency of movement to carry out a group task.

The intelligence of our multi-agent-based-model (MABM) society is emergent since there are no macroscopic 
control parameters, such as noise or temperature. The first is often used in swarm intelligence  models12, and the 
latter is often used in the social application of the Ising model of phase transitions in which the social model 
has the control ’temperature’ being interpreted as the level of excitation of the social  network13. In the present 
MABM society, the adaptive environment of each individual SA-agent replaces the role of the macroscopic con-
trol parameter. Proceeding in this vein, the ensemble average of reliance propensity, oppose-follow propensity, 
and the order parameter time series of two SA-agent-groups represent the dynamics of the mutual adaptive 
interactions in our surrogate social network.

Diffusion entropy analysis (DEA)
Consider the electrocardiogram (ECG) measurement (continuous trace) of an individual’s heart activity. This 
continuous curve is replaced by a point process wherein an event is defined by the peak of the ECG and the health 
of the individual’s heart is determined by the statistics of the time interval between these events referred to in 
the literature as the heart rate variability (HRV). If ξ(t) is the discrete HRV time series and it scales in such a way 
that given the constant λ we obtain the homogeneous scaling function ξ(�t) = �

δξ(t) enabling us to measure 
the time series complexity by means of the diffusion entropy analysis (DEA):

In this way the HRV statistics are determined by the ensemble of trajectories given by the diffusion process 
Y (t) defined by the simplest of rate equations.

We can introduce a moving window of size l to generate a PDF P(y, l) by sweeping the window through the 
time series and constructing an ensemble of histograms from the resulting trajectories. The PDF for the diffusion 
process is then inserted into the Wiener-Shannon (WS) information entropy in this window to obtain:

(1)dY(t)/dt = ξ(t)
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The scaling of the dynamic variable ξ(t) from the diffusion process transfers to the scaling form of the  PDF14:

where δ is the scaling index and F(.) is an unknown analytic function of its argument. Inserting the scaling PDF 
into the WS-entropy yields for the entropy relative to a constant reference state S0:

This result is the heart of the technique because if DEA processing of empirical data and graphing the entropy 
versus log10(l) yields a straight line the slope of that line is the scaling index δ of the PDF.

The DEA reveals that when the scaling indices δ ’s of these time series are time-dependent and in synchrony 
with one another, meaning their statistics change over time relative to their changing  environment2,3 implying 
that each scaling index is related to a specific MFD and the CS is expressed in terms of the synchrony of these 
MFDs. We demonstrate in the “Results” Section that although the cross-correlation between these time series 
does not reveal the synchronous interrelations among the groups, there is strong cross-correlation between their 
MFD time series. This cross-correlation is a CS providing a reasonable working measure of the intelligence of 
the overall network.

Basic concepts and models
To generate CS in a social context, we model the competition between two groups of SA-agents. Then, using a 
modified DEA data processing technique, we study the high-order cross-correlation between the multifractal 
time series of the scaling indices characterizing different mean fields emerging from the distinct dynamics of the 
two groups. Put more simply, the two time series, one for each group of SA-agents are processed to determine 
the behavior of their separate and distinct scaling indices δ in time which we have shown  elsewhere3,15 also 
determines the MFDs of the separate time series.

Self-organized temporal criticality (SOTC)
The depth of our understanding of synchrony stands in sharp contrast to the shallowness of our collective insight 
into the mystery that is complexity whose problems have gained preeminence in science over the last decade 
paralleling the sharp rise in the application of Network Science to our understanding of how collective behavior 
emerges from critical dynamics. One might say that the modern view of complexity began with the acknowl-
edgment that a new branch of science had formed around the behavior of a many-degree-of-freedom system 
governed by the emergent dynamics of spontaneous self-organized criticality (SOC)16. Moreover, both bottom-up 
resilience and top-down vulnerability arise from emergent processes captured by spontaneous self-organized 
temporal criticality (SOTC)17. The term criticality is used to denote the dynamic condition corresponding to 
the onset of phase transitions, generated by the adoption of suitable values of control parameters, whether the 
parameter values are externally controlled or self-induced by the internal dynamics.

Temporal complexity
The systemic environment of a complex network is comprised of other complex networks, which creates a 
network-of-networks (NoNs), that is either competing or cooperating. As such, for a NoNs to carry out a spe-
cific task, each interacting network should be mutually adaptive to its environmental changes. For example, the 
environment of a particular ON consists of the other adaptive ONs within a NoONs. It has been shown that the 
time series generated by the internal dynamics of these separate ONs, e.g., two such ONs in the human body 
generate the respiration and cardiac datasets, both of which have temporal  complexity18,19, meaning that their 
statistics are governed by MFD time series given by Crucial Events (CEs).

CEs are defined by discrete time series consisting of events with time intervals τ between consecutive events 
that are statistically independent of one another. The defining properties of renewal events (RE) were put together 
by William  Feller20 wherein he developed the mathematical foundation of RE theory. CEs are therefore REs, 
however, although CEs are renewal they have IPL PDFs. The IPL PDF of the time intervals, τ’s, between sequen-
tial events is ψ (τ) ∝ τ−µ and the IPL index µ is in the domain 1 < µ < 3, or equivalently, such CE time series have 
inverse power law spectra of the form S(f) ∝ f−β where 0 < β = 3 − µ <  221.

The utility of REs have been found in modeling the firing of  neurons22, to analyze the reliability and main-
tenance of networks modeled generally with time-dependent parameters, these and many more are considered 
in the brilliant work of  Cox23 and which were applied to medical phenomena  in14. For most physiological data 
2 < µ < 3, with µ ≃ 2 in a healthy  brain18. To unambiguously measure the IPL index µ of a single complex trajectory, 
a modification of DEA was  developed24, mainly because in the ergodic region of 2 < µ < 3 the second moment 
does not exist, and in the non-ergodic region of 1 < µ < 2 both the first and second moment do not exist, there-
fore, complexity analysis based on the second moment, such as detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA), can give 
misleading results when applied to such datasets as shown in the “Discussion” section.

A modified DEA applied to a fractal time series provides a scaling index δ ∈ (0, 1], with δ = 0.5 correspond-
ing to Brownian motion. The scaling index δ is connected to the temporal complexity IPL index µ of an ergodic 
signal by µ = 1 + 1/δ. In the present work, we show that the scaling index δ found in mutual adaptive networks 
is time-dependent, and those in NoNs are in synchrony with one another. For more details on ways to modify 
DEA, see “Methods” section  and1,3.

(2)S(l) = −∫ dyP
(

y, l
)

log10P
(

y, l
)

(3)P
(

y, l
)

= F(y/tδ)/tδ

(4)�S(l) = S(l)− S0 = δlog10(l)
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CS differs from CM
In1,3, we showed that the scaling of simultaneously recorded time series from physiological ONs, e.g., the brain, 
heart, and lungs, obtained by a modified DEA processing produces distinct MFDs in synchrony with one another 
designated as CS. Herein we study the occurrence of surrogate phenomenon using surrogate datasets generated 
from interacting SA-agents to show that CS is a general emergent property of mutually adaptive environments, 
whether using physiological datasets or model-generated surrogate data. The CS between SA-agents having the 
same mathematical infrastructure as that of physiological ONs suggests the hypothesis that SA-agents could 
be used as trainers, rehabilitators, decision-makers, etc., to form successful human-EI hybrid  teams25. Recent 
studies have shown that individuals can recuperate more rapidly from surgery and other invasive procedures 
intended to correct the negative effects of disease or injury through the use of life support systems that operate 
at the body’s natural bio-frequencies. The same observation has been clinically shown to reverse the degenerative 
effects of neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s Disease. Crucial Event Rehabilitation 
Therapy (CERT) describes medicine as the operational control of the functions of the human body treated as a 
network-of-networks, with 1/f-variable crucial events coding the dynamic states of health and disease through 
information flow within a network and information exchange between biomedical  networks25.

Complexity matching (CM)26, on the other hand, identifies the transfer of information as being maximal when 
the time- dependent complexity level identified by the MFDs of two interacting complex networks are the  same27. 
It is a phenomenon that has been fully explained only by means of the Shannon-Wigner information entropy, i.e., 
the complexity of the information-rich network does not change when interacting with an information-deficient 
complex network, however, the information-poor network slowly increases in (information) complexity until it 
is on a par with the information-rich network. The exchange of information does not follow the energy gradient 
and apparently differs from the traditional form of the Second Law of Thermodynamics.

When two physical networks of approximately the same size are brought into contact with one another, the 
hotter network loses energy to the cooler network until they reach thermal equilibrium and the temperature is 
uniform across the two. Information transfer does not work this way. It is true that the information-rich network 
increases the complexity level of the information-poor network through the transfer of information, doing so 
without necessarily losing any of its own complexity, and therefore its information content remains the same. This 
kind of implementation of CM has been used to interpret the arm-in-am walking of elders who have impaired 
gate patterns with younger persons to reinstate a better gait  pattern28. Moreover, it suggests that complexity is a 
qualitative property of an ON, however, its measure, the MFD, is quantitative.

By way of contrast, in CS when two or more networks strongly interact, their complexities change synchro-
nously. Consequently, CM cannot by itself explain the CS phenomenon.  In15, two SA-agents were shown to 
strongly interact to model the experimental results of rehabilitation in patients with gait disorder when they 
walked arm-in-arm with a care-giver29. This model can lead to a theoretical foundation for CS, showing that 
the network with lower complexity can improve its complexity through information obtained from the more 
complex network.

CS measures EI
Here, we point out that a complex network generating a CE time series is not necessarily intelligent. For example, 
blinking quantum dots, liquid crystals, earthquake waves, solar flares, etc., clearly, are not intelligent, while the 
time series associated with their dynamics have a complexity index µ which is close to that of biological networks 
such as the  brain30,31. These processes host CEs time series that could be termed mechanical to distinguish them 
from the CEs time series generated by ONs, but which share the same statistical properties. On the other hand, 
intelligence is an emergent property, i.e., individuals contribute to realizing an achievement they could not 
achieve alone, and in return, the formed group’s intelligence steers an individuals’  behavior8,32. So, an EI network 
continuously adapts to its changing environment to better anticipate/engineer the next state of the environment. 
By attaining that next state, the organization obtains the advantage of being a step ahead of the decision-making 
in time and, consequently, improves its self-interest/survival. This means that in an EI network CEs emerge as 
a result of bi-directional interactions between its elements, and in addition the EI network is able to change its 
CEs statistics (scaling index) to that of its adaptive environment, a phenomenon that is quantified using CS. So, 
apparently, an EI time series can host intelligent CEs.

In this work, we use MABM to create EI, and by studying the dynamics of the emerging networks, we find 
the CS phenomenon to be in evidence, which was only recently uncovered in the analyses of simultaneously 
recorded brain, heart, and lung time series  datasets1,3. This finding suggests, but does not guarantee, a universality 
of CS beyond the confines of physiology and sociology and to be a property resulting from the ’intelligent CEs’ 
that make up the respective time series.

Emergent intelligence
The interactions between atoms, which are the building blocks of matter, are identical and non-adaptive. Con-
trariwise, the interactions between entities, such as individuals within a social network or a network of neurons 
within a brain, are non-identical and adaptive, resulting in emergent properties. So, to model such complex 
networks, we need building blocks that can update their interactions based on their internal state. Agents have 
been used for this purpose because they can receive information about their changing environment, process that 
information, make decisions based on the application of weighted valuations, and implement those decisions to 
manipulate their environment (such as sending true or deceptive information, moving, etc.).
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Mutual adaptive environment breeds intelligence
To the best of our knowledge,  we17,32 were the first to use mutual-adaptive agents in an adaptive environment 
wherein each agent i, located on a 2D lattice, was able to choose the microscopic control parameter value (Ki) 
reflecting the extent to which it would imitate the decision of its neighboring agents. The agents could either 
cooperate (C) or defect (D). Based on the agent’s decision and the decision of its neighbors, payoffs were received 
according to the payoff matrix of a prisoner’s dilemma (PD) game. Each agent used an Ising-like rate func-
tion containing the parameter Ki to make its decision. At the end of each trial, the agent compared its current 
payoff with its previous payoff and used that difference as feedback to reinforce its Ki choice for the subsequent 
decision-making trial.

The idea of using the successive differences in payoffs as feedback and thereby bringing the network to criti-
cality surfaced  in33,34 wherein it is shown that the act of increasing the control parameter of the Ising-like rate 
towards its critical value has the remarkable effect of increasing the average payoff of the network. So, given the 
continuous weighting updates of the microscopic imitation parameter Ki of the agents, based on their payoff 
feedback, the entire network reaches criticality, this phenomenon has been identified as SOTC  in17,32. SOTC 
results in a robust and resilient team of cooperators. It is important to note that SOTC is distinguished from its 
precursor self-organized criticality (SOC) in that SOTC does not include macroscopic control parameters (such 
as temperature as in the Ising  model35 or noise as  in36). Instead, the mutual interaction between the agent and 
its adaptive environment modifies its microscopic control parameter Ki, and the network, as a whole, reaches a 
global understanding of the advantage of cooperation and long-range correlation. In other words, each agent, 
although acting in its own self-interest, contributes to the emerging network’s intelligence, and such intelligence 
controls the behavior of agents and the system as a whole.

What is different now?
Criticality as the antecedent to SOC has been hypothesized to be able to describe the dynamics of biological 
systems such as the  brain16. Despite some success in using criticality to explain some aspects of intelligence; 
intelligence so defined has insurmountable limitations:

• The theory of criticality is typically controlled via a macroscopic control parameter rather than being self-
controlled16,37.

• The network’s units are located on a predefined lattice rather than being on an initially free aggregation out 
of which a lattice of interacting units is dynamically formed, consequently a lattice emerges through the 
interactions of the  units38.

• The network at criticality is highly responsive to weak perturbations and is consequently not  robust39.
• The response of a network at criticality to a stimulus is prolonged. The process is known as critical slowing 

down40, meaning that its dissipation is weak.

While SOTC overcomes these  limitations17,32, it still needs a predefined two-dimensional lattice network, 
even though the connectedness of the network on this lattice changes over time. Also, it uses the Ising-like rules 
for updating the decisions. Note that an agent in SOTC does not make its decision (C or D) independently of the 
other agents. Instead, it decides whether to increase or decrease the biased weighting of its microscopic imitation 
(Ki) based on the decisions of its neighbors during the playing of PD.

Chialvo et al.41,42 suggested a long-range correlation, parameterized to the autocorrelation function, as a 
fundamental feature of intelligence and criticality. Using an autocorrelation function as feedback to update the 
macroscopic control parameter, they showed that the network can stay within a narrow region of criticality. 
Their work might be considered a top-down version of  SOTC17,32. However, it implies the assumption that the 
NoNs somehow knows that long-range correlation (LRC) is beneficial, while in SOTC, the LRC is a byproduct 
of bottom-up self-organization rather than being the generator of LRC. Also, it is not always true that LRC cor-
responds to self-organization. It has been  shown43 that if the LRC is the result of long-term memory (such as in 
Fractional Brownian Noise), it is a sign of the organization’s impending collapse rather than indicating a robust, 
self-organizing network at a high level of performance, as it would if generated by SOTC.

Methods
In this section we develop the network computational techniques necessary to calculate how intelligence emerges 
from CS in a social setting. This form of EI is called swarm or group intelligence in anthropological literature.

Selfish algorithm (SA)
To go beyond the limits of the SOTC agents  in8,37 the selfish algorithm (SA) agent (SA-agent) is introduced 
to create a novel architecture for modeling emergent intelligence (EI),  see44,45 for discussions of the variety 
of well-defined EIs. Here we interpret EI to be the pattern of decisions made by the collective of interacting 
SA-agents produces a greater reward for the social group than would be obtained for the same group but with 
each member making an independent decision. The EI observed herein arises from the SA-agents making their 
decisions based solely on reinforcement learning; an SA-agent assigns a P value for each choice and reinforces 
it according to the difference between its corresponding last two payoffs. In other words, an SA-agent biases its 
Ps, using the feedback of its two last payoffs to anticipate/engineer the next behavior of the other SA-agents in 
its environment. That this will result in the suggested form of EI is not obvious and only reveals itself through 
the proper experimental computations.
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SA-agents can make various decisions, such as C or D in the PD game, trust or not trust the decision of other 
SA-agents, interact or not interact with specific SA-agents, etc. The set of the Ps of the SA-agents’ choices across 
events creates temporally complex networks (such as a network of trust and a network of connections) that 
emerge among the SA-agents because of their mutually adaptive interactions. These networks accumulate what 
SA-agents learn through the experience of playing with one another. Note that the intelligence emerges among 
the SA-agents without assuming a pre-existing network structure, and instead, SA-agents form multi-layer tem-
porally complex networks from a lattice-free initial  state37.

In8, SA-agents play the PD game with one another and have choices C or D. In playing the PD game, SA-
agents reach a level of mutual cooperation over time, depending on the value of the temptation to cheat (T). 
Adding the choice of trusting or not trusting the decision of other SA-agents, and the choice of with whom to 
play, SA-agents show higher levels of mutual cooperation and robustness. Emergent networks (ENs) resulting 
from SA-agent interactions are resilient to perturbations and maintain high performance.  In8, some SA-agents 
were replaced with zealots (i.e., SA-agents that only chose D) to show that the ENs maintain their functioning 
by isolating the zealots.

It is important to note that from time to time some SA-agents defect (to get a free ride) and receive the benefit 
of being in a pool of cooperative agents, but quickly, the other SA-agents react to such behavior. For example, 
these SA-agents will either not play with such SA-agents or will play as defectors with them. In this way, other 
SA-agents force the defecting SA-agents to return to cooperative behavior (Fig. 2  in8) and thereby teach the devi-
ant SA-agent how to be a ’good citizen’. Such bottom-up control indicates a healthy, robust, adaptive social group.

The main advantage these SA-agents possess is that the emergent temporally complex networks are inter-
pretable since they are based on fuzzy logic (Ps) and originate from self-interest. For example, the temporally 
complex network of connections surrounding the zealot demonstrates that SA-agents did, in fact, isolate the 
zealot (see Fig. 11  in8). In contrast, the networks formed from traditional artificial intelligence (AI) networks, 
such as deep neural networks, are far less interpretable as part of the theory and have been described as “black 
boxes”. Although the SA-agents  in8 have three types of choices, it is easy to equalize their influence on the network 
dynamics by adding more choices, such as deception, for real-world applications.

Payoffs as environmental feedback
In MABM, the payoffs of the game that SA-agents play give them feedback for their actions toward others, letting 
them update their weighted biases for future decisions toward optimized performance. We can consider the game 
as a metaphor for the fixed part of the environment in which SA-agents are co-located, such as obstacles they 
must overcome to succeed. On the other hand, the SA-agents’ behavior changes over time, creating an adaptive 
environment for one another as in the NoNs.

For example, to model an environment where only cooperation results in optimal, long-term success, it is 
common to set the SA-agents to play the PD game. The payoffs of the PD game are as follows: When the pair 
of SA-agents make the decision cooperation C, each gets 1. If one SA-agent decides C and the other decides D, 
they receive 0 and 1 + T, (T > 0 is the temptation to cheat), respectively. If both agents decide D, each receives 0. 
Note that 1 < 1 + T, so agents are tempted to choose D over C, and 1 + 1 > 1 + T + 0, which means cooperation is 
a better option in the long run.

SA-agents are incentivized to change their decisions based on the feedback of the PD game’s payoffs, and 
if they learn over time, they might find that mutual cooperation is the most beneficial decision. These payoffs 
can be representative of an environment where two SA-agents need to reach a super-ordinate goal, but they can 
only do so if one SA-agent elects to assist the other and shares the benefit (mutual C). But the SA-agent in the 
super-ordinate position may also decide to hold on to the benefit (D) or never choose to assist the other (mutual 
D). Over time, an SA-agent can change decisions (and so indirectly change the decisions of the other SA-agent) 
to reach the "eureka" moment of mutual cooperation.

Selfish algorithm agent (SA-agent)
SA-agents are the building blocks of the EI studied herein. An SA-agent makes decisions based on the Ps it assigns 
for different choices and updates them over time throughout the interaction with other SA-agents. For each SA-
agent, other SA-agents act as mutual adaptations within environments, as defined previously using NoONs in a 
physiologic  network1,3. An individual SA-agent:

1. Has sensors, with inputs receiving signals in the form of sound, vision, taste, tactile, or smell from its envi-
ronment. The source of information can be from other SA-agents or its payoff, which SA-agent uses in the 
decision-making process or as feedback for reinforcing the corresponding Ps, respectively.

2. Has a way of making decisions based on what it learned from past experiences (its model of the world) and 
received information. Decision-making is SA-agent’s way of changing its environment, such as moving (legs 
and hands) or sharing information (communication).

3. Has a way of updating its set of Ps (its model of the world) based on the feedback it receives.
4. Has an incentive to improve its payoff/performance.

To make a decision at a given trial, the SA-agent generates a random number from a uniform distribution [0 
1] that would fall in one of the intervals, which is to say, collapses the Ps to a decision. For example, if the blue 
cross illustrated in Fig. 1 shows the value of the random number generated by the SA-agent, then the decision of 
the SA-agent in this trial is ’B.’ The random number that the SA-agent uses in each decision-making trial prevents 
the dynamics from being deterministic/fragile and helps the SA-agent sustain exploration. For example, if the 
value of P for a choice is small but non-zero, the SA-agent may still select its corresponding choice.
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The decision-making process of a SA-agent (2 above) relies on adaptive Ps. In the case of binary choice, P 
and 1 − P represent the propensity of the two complementary choices. In Fig. 1, we demonstrated this using a 
moving threshold which divides the interval [0 1] into two sections, each corresponding to a choice (A or B).

Note that if there were d choices for a SA-agent to pick from, then d − 1 thresholds are needed, and the 
intervals between those thresholds correspond to the Ps of the choices. Also, the SA-agent might have different 
choices which should be taken consecutively. For example, a SA-agent  in8 must first choose another SA-agent 
with whom to play the PD game, then making a choice between “C" and “D”, and finally choose to trust or not 
to trust the decision of the other SA-agent. After decision-making, the SA-agent receives a payoff and uses that 
payoff as feedback to update the position of the corresponding thresholds (values of the Ps) that contributed to 
the final choice (reinforcing the Ps). The process of updating the Ps (3 above) requires the SA-agent to:

1. Save the position of the threshold(s) and the payoff of the current and previous trial.
2. Use Eq. 2 to reinforce (increase the P of the successful decision(s)).

Note that a SA-agent’s model of the world, represented in complex networks of Ps, is based on fuzzy logic 
and forms based on selfishness, which makes it interpretable. In this spirit we note further that the continu-
ous reinforcement of the Ps allows each SA-agent to continuously adapt its model of the world and, with that, 
anticipate/engineer the next state of its environment.

Multiple SA-agents
In our model two groups of SA-agents interact with one another on a 2D plane with periodic boundary condi-
tions. SA-agents of group 1(2) can move with velocities of magnitude V1(V2) and can detect the velocity and 
position of other SA-agents if those are in their vision radius r1(r2). If a SA-agent of group 1(2) has some SA-
agents of group 2(1) in its vision radius, it receives the payoffs of an anti-coordination game as follows: For a 
SA-agent in group 1, if n (> 0) is the number of SA-agents of group 2 in r1, it receives a payoff of − n. Otherwise, 
it receives 1. For a SA-agent in group 2, if m (> 0) is the number of SA-agents of group 1 in r2, it receives a payoff 
m. Otherwise, it receives the payoff − 1.

The decision process of the SA-agent used in this study is shown in Fig. 2. Each SA-agent can use the informa-
tion (the velocity and position) of in-group or out-group SA-agents in its vision radius. The decision on which 
information to use is adaptive for each agent. So, SA-agents have a reliance (R(t)) of P values, which is the first 

Figure 1.  Schematics of the decision mechanism of SA-Agent for binary decision making. “A” and “B” 
represent the choices, and the red dotted line shows the position of the moving threshold, splitting the interval 
into P and 1 − P. The blue cross shows the random number generated at a given trial.

Figure 2.  Schematics of the two-level binary decision mechanism of SA-Agent used in this work. Each 
SA-agent makes a decision based on the Ps of the corresponding choice and the random number generated 
in the trial. At the first level, the SA-agent decides to either use the information of its neighboring in-group or 
out-group SA agents (Reliance, R(t) threshold). If its first decision is to use the in-group information it selects its 
next direction as of the average of those SA-agents. On the other hand, if it decides to use the information of the 
out-group, it uses the second level of decision making, i.e., it evaluates the next position of those SA-agents and 
decides either to move away (oppose) or go toward (follow) that point (oppose-follow, OF(t) threshold).
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level of decision making. If the SA-agent, based on its R(t), decides to use the in-group information, it picks 
its next direction to be the average of those SA-agents. If there are no in-group SA-agents in its neighborhood, 
it keeps its previous direction. On the other hand, if the SA-agent decides to use the information of out-group 
SA-agents, it uses the second level of decision making in which it anticipates the position of those SA-agents and 
has to decide to pick a direction away from or toward that position based on its oppose-follow (OF(t)) P values. 
Again, if no out-group SA-agents are in its neighborhood, it keeps its previous direction.

In our simulations, for simplicity, we studied cases where the number of SA-agents of each group is the same 
N = N1 = N2, the magnitude of their velocity (V1 = V1 = 0.01), and their vision radius (r1 = r2 = 0.15) are equal. 
The length of the 2D plane, with periodic boundary conditions, is 1. The change in the Ps, quantified by ∆i,t, is a 
function of the last two payoffs of agent i8:

where χ = 0.2 is a positive number that represents the sensitivity of the SA-agent to the feedback it receives from 
its environment. The quantity Πi(t) is the payoff to the agent i at time t. If the value of P becomes less than 0 or 
more than 1, it is set back to 0 and 1, respectively. We note that these choices of parameters don’t change the 
main conclusions of this paper.

Modifying the DEA
Shortly after the introduction of the DEA  formalism19 it was determined that empirical data contained not just 
CEs as had been originally assumed but it was instead at least a mixture of CE time series and RE time series, 
the latter containing non-CE memory. Thus, it was necessary to generalize the DEA to filter out this source of 
correlated noise leading to a number of versions of modified  DEA24,46. In this work we used the modified DEA 
introduced  in1 where the input time series (such as ECG) changed to a discrete time series of events, defined 
using stripes, and DEA run to measure the scaling of diffusion process generated with those events. This modi-
fication lets us measure the scaling of short time series which is essential for detecting CS. Figure 3 shows the 
entropy versus log10(t) graph resulting from a modified DEA on three slices of time series of the averaged R(t) 
(i.e., ensemble average over the threshold time series of N SA-agents of the same group), averaged OF(t), and 
order parameter O(t). The slopes of the linear sections of the curves measure their scaling δ.

Renewal experiment for the events of an SA-agent’s trajectory
To check whether or not the events extracted using stripes are renewal (i.e. consecutive events are statistically 
independent of one another), we use the renewal experiment (RE) introduced  in46. The first step in the RE is aging 
the events with a given time ta. For aging, as shown in Fig. 4, we start from the events, and the time distance to 
the next event is the aged event. By collecting the aged time intervals, we can evaluate their waiting-time PDF. 
Note that aging influences small events more than large ones, and after normalization, the weight of short time 
intervals decreases while the weight of the large time intervals increases. Also, note that aging removes some of 
the short time events.

To check that the extracted events are renewal, i.e., independent consecutive events, we first shuffle the 
original τi and then age them and finally evaluate the waiting-time PDF of the resulting time intervals. If the 

(5)�i,t = χ
�i(t)−�i(t − 1)

|�i(t)| + |�i(t − 1)|
,

Figure 3.  The DEA graph of three slices (each with length of 3 ×  104) of the averaged R(t) (blue), the averaged 
OF(t) (cyan), and the order parameter O(t) (yellow) of SA agents of group 1. The corresponding slopes of the 
linear sections are δ = 0.66, 0.71, and 0.62, respectively. N = 20. Stripe size = 0.001.
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waiting-time PDF of the two cases of aged and shuffled-aged are the same, it shows that there is no correlation 
between the events (i.e. they are CEs).

Detrended fluctuation analysis of the EI
Detrended Fluctuation  Analysis47,48 DFA has been used to study time series such as reaction time  fluctuations49 
and heart rate  variability50. We used DFA to measure the scaling of the averaged R(t), averaged OF(t), and O(t) 
time series, as an alternative measure of complexity, and to compare its results with that of the DEA.

Results
We analyzed the change of the complexity, measured by a modified DEA, of the averaged reliance R(t), averaged 
oppose-follow OF(t), and also of the order parameter O(t) of the two groups of SA-agents playing the anti-
coordination game. The averaged R(t) and OF(t) time series are characteristics of the internal interactions of the 
system while the O(t) time series is a measure of the global behavior of the SA-agents.

Figure 5 shows two snapshots of the configuration of SA-agents. At the beginning of the simulation (left 
panel), where the N = 50 SA-agents of two groups distinguished by their distinctive shapes were randomly dis-
tributed over the spatial checkerboard with equally random orientation. Subsequently, after interacting for t =  104 

Figure 4.  Schematics for the aging experiment. The time interval τi, extracted using stripes aged by ta.  From14 
with permission.

Figure 5.  Snapshots from the position of the N = 50 SA-agents of group 1 (circles) and N = 50 SA-agents of 
group 2 (triangles) playing the anti-coordination game as described in the text. The left snapshot is taken at 
trial t = 1 while the snapshot on the right is taken after t =  104 trials. The SA-agents of group 1 with R(t) < 0.25 
are shown with red circles (representing the SA-agents with high propensity (P >  = 0.75) to rely on in-group 
information) and otherwise as green circles (for clarity, we haven’t distinguished the SA-gents of group 2 in this 
way.)
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trials (right panel), swarms of SA-agents of the same groups are formed. The change in the coloring denotes 
different parameter values, i.e., how they feel about what to do next.

Figure 6 depicts the evolution of the averaged R(t) and OF(t) time series of the two groups, each with N = 20 
SA-agents. The averaged R(t)s converge on the central region very quickly (blue and red curves), whereas the 
averaged OF(t)s go to opposing extremes just as quickly (cyan and orange curves).

Figure 7 shows the scaling indices, resulting from applying a modified DEA to the time series of averaged R(t) 
and averaged OF(t) of SA-agents of groups 1 and 2. The scaling index time series was measured using slices of 
3 ×  104 data points (trials) overlapped by 1 ×  104 data points. The resulting scalings are found to be time depend-
ent and consequently to be multifractal.

The cyan diamond symbols in the panels of Fig. 8, from left to right, show the cross-correlation between 
the time series of the scaling indices (similar to the ones depicted in Fig. 7), evaluated via a modified DEA on 
the averaged R(t), averaged OF(t), and the order parameter O(t) time series of the two groups of SA-agents for 
different group sizes N, respectively. The green squares are the cross-correlations between the corresponding 
time series (i.e., the time series sliced as was done for a modified DEA and their cross-correlations averaged). 
Ten simulations were done for each N. While the cross-correlations between the time series remain very low 
and insensitive to change of N, the cross-correlations between the scaling time series are high and measure the 
intelligence of the system.

The cross-correlation between the scaling time series of averaged R(t), averaged OF(t), and O(t), for N = 20, 
are given in Table 1.

Figure 9 shows the average of scaling time series versus SA-agent group size N. In the left panel of the figure, 
there is a plateau where the average scaling of the averaged R(t) remains constant for both groups and then 
starts decreasing at N = 20. In the middle panel there is a maximum value for the average scaling of the averaged 
OF(t) which occurs in different N for each group. In the right panel of the figure the average scaling of the O(t) 
dramatically decreases with increasing group size N for both groups.

The cyan diamonds in Fig. 10 show the average (ensemble averages and time averages) payoff of the overall 
system for each group size N. The average payoff increases by increasing N and reaches a maximum of about 
0.2 and after that gradually decreases with increasing group size N for both groups. The green squares show the 
average payoff of the whole system if there were no interaction among the SA-agents. In this case, the average 
payoff remains very close to zero.

The top panel of Fig. 11 shows the trajectory of a single SA-agent of group 1 where it is interacting with the 
other 19 in-group and 20 out-group SA-agents (N = 20). The advantage of studying a single SA-agent’s trajectory is 
that the events are clearly marked as the discrete times the SA-agent changes its direction in the one-dimensional 
projection of that trajectory (middle panel). The projection of the 2D trajectory of the SA-agent onto the X-axis 
assists us in illustrating how in processing empirical datasets stripes extract events (bottom panel).

Figure 12 shows the average scaling of single trajectories for different N. The values of the scaling parameter 
all fall in the interval (0.65, 0.9).

Figure 13 shows the results of the renewal experiment done on the events extracted using stripes from the 
velocity of the projection of the 2D trajectory of a single SA-agent from group 1. The curves show the waiting-
time PDF of the events, extracted using stripes, before aging, aged, and shuffled-aged.

Figure 14 shows the cross-correlation between the scaling time series evaluated via DFA (rather than DEA) 
on the averaged R(t), averaged OF(t), and O(t) time series for different size N. Figure 14 shows the average of 
the DFA scaling time series for different size N.

Figure 6.  The evolution of the averaged R(t) (blue and red curve respectively for group 1 and 2) and averaged 
OF(t) (cyan and orange curve respectively for group 1 and 2). N = 20.
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Discussion
In this section we provide some brief comments to provide insight into the calculations done and depicted in 
Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 that facilitate our understanding of the algorithmic reasoning leading to emergent 
intelligence (EI).

Figure 7.  The scaling time series of averaged R(t) (top panel) and averaged OF(t) (bottom panel) thresholds 
time series of the group 1 (cyan) and group 2 (red) SA-agents. N = 20. The scalings are evaluated using a 
modified DEA (stripe size = 0.001) on slices with size 3 ×  104, moving by 1 ×  104 data points, where the length of 
the whole time series was  106. The vertical dashed lines are to show the synchrony between the top and bottom 
scaling time series. The cross-correlations of the scaling time series are given in Table 1.

Figure 8.  In the panels, from left to right, the cyan diamonds show the cross-correlation between the scaling 
time series evaluated using a modified DEA (with stripe size = 0.001) on averaged R(t), averaged OF(t), and on 
O(t) time series of the two groups, versus the number of SA-agents of each group N. The green squares show the 
average cross-correlation between the corresponding slices of data that were used for a modified DEA. The filled 
symbols show the mean values of the cross-correlations of the ten simulations done for each size N.
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Figure 5 depicts that swarms emerge among SA-agents as they learn from their experience that adaptively 
changing their R(t) and OF(t) thresholds is beneficial. Note that without interaction between the SA-agents, the 
payoff of the overall system is close to zero for all values of N. On the other hand, for the interacting SA-agents, 
the sum of the payoff is a positive value (Fig. 10.) The time series of the averaged R(t) and averaged OF(t) of the 
SA-agents represents the interactions in the network while the O(t) shows the organization’s output. We analyzed 
the complexity of these time series for both groups of SA-agents using a modified DEA.

Table 1.  Cross-correlation between the scaling time series of the order parameter (O(t), averaged R(t), and 
averaged OF(t) time series of both groups (G1 and G2). N = 20. p-values < 0.001.

O-G1 O-G2 R-G1 R-G2 OF-G1 OF-G2

O-G1

O-G2 0.6114

R-G1 0.6247 0.5903

R-G2 0.5560 0.5263 0.8787

OF-G1 0.4729 0.3738 0.7569 0.6781

OF-G2 0.4231 0.3811 0.6684 0.6765 0.6944

Figure 9.  The panels, from left to right, show the average of the scaling time series, evaluated using a modified 
DEA (with stripe size = 0.001) on the averaged R(t), averaged OF(t), and O(t), versus the number of SA-agents of 
each group N. The blue circles and red triangles represent groups 1 and 2, respectively. The filled symbols show 
the mean values of the ten simulations done for each size.

Figure 10.  The cyan diamonds show the time average of the total payoff of the networks for different group size 
N. The green squares show the time average of the total payoff of the same systems in the absence of interaction 
between the SA-agents. The filled symbols show the mean values of the ten simulations done for each size.
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We stress that the ensemble averages of these two time series depicted in Fig. 6 constitute the internal decision 
making processes of the SA-agents, so we are witnessing the ’cognition’ of the SA-agents. Initially R(1) = 0.5 and 
OF(1) = 0.5, but over time, the SA-agents learn to adaptively use the information of the in-group and out-group 
SA-agents and, if they decide to use out-group information, the SA-agents of group 1 learn to migrate away (cyan 
curve), while the SA-agents of group 2 learned to migrate towards (orange curve) the anticipated position of the 
SA-agents of the other group.

It is evident from Fig. 7 that scaling parameters for the averaged R(t) of the two groups are in synchrony, as 
are the scaling parameters for the averaged OF(t). Thus, the scaling behavior of both time series characterizing 
the SA-agents ’cognition’ are multifractal manifesting CS with quasi-periodic scaling. Although not having any 
mechanism in common with the interacting triad of ONs involving the heart, lungs, and brain, the theoretical 
social SA-agent model depicted in the figure manifests the same CS phenomenon first observed in processing 
the empirical data from the interacting  triad1,3.

A third CS is suggested by the vertical bars in Fig. 7 introduced to aid the eye in comparing the quasi-periodic 
variability of scaling time series of averaged R(t) and averaged OF(t) time series. Note that the CS of the averaged 
R(t) time series appears to be much greater than that of the averaged OF(t) time series. The potential significance 
of this difference ought to be explored and we plan to do so in subsequent studies focusing on the parameters 
of the model.

Figure 11.  Schematics of the use of stripes in extracting events as a discrete/binary representation of the data. 
Top panel: part of the 2D trajectory of one SA-agent of group 1 (out of 19 group 1 and 20 group 2 interacting 
SA-agents). Middle panel: the time series of the velocity of the agent (top panel) projected onto the X-axis, Vx. 
The horizontal red dotted lines depict four stripes, and every time the Vx time series passes across one stripe 
region into another, it is marked as an event (the blue bars in the bottom panel.
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In the left panel of Fig. 8 the cross-correlation between the scaling time series of averaged R(t) of the two 
groups is > 0.95 for N = 10 and is diminished with increasing group size N. In the middle panel of this figure the 
cross-correlation between the scaling time series of averaged OF(t) of the two group increases in value non-
monotonically until reaching a maximum of about 0.6 at N = 30 and then non-monotonically decreases with 
increasing group size N. In the right panel of this figure the cross-correlation between the scaling time series 
of the order parameter O(t) of the two groups is similar to that of the averaged R(t) but lower in intensity and 
diminishes at smaller N. Unlike the first two panels, which depict the influences on the decision-making process, 
the order parameter depicts the results of the decision-making on the average behavior of the SA-agent.

The results show that these time series have anomalous scaling in the range of (0.5, 1). More importantly, our 
results show that the scaling of these time series varies in time in a way that are in synchrony with one another 
(see Figs. 7 and 8, and Table 1). This synchrony phenomenon was recently found in the time series of EEG, ECG, 
and Respiratory  data1,3, wherein the name Complexity Synchronization (CS) was coined. As Fig. 8 shows, CS 
can distinguish between different systems of size N while the typical cross-correlation between the time series 
is very low and is not sensitive to changes of N.

Figure 12.  The average scaling of a single SA-agent’s trajectory for different N. The blue circles and red triangles 
represent groups 1 and 2, respectively. The filled symbols show the mean values of the ten simulations done for 
each N.

Figure 13.  Renewal test for the events extracted using stripes from the velocity of the projection of the 2D 
trajectory of a single SA-agent from group 1, onto the x-axis Vx(t). The black curve shows the waiting-time 
PDF of the extracted events, with IPL of µ = 2.28. The red and blue curves are the waiting-time PDF of the same 
events after being aged and being shuffled-aged, respectively. N = 20. Stripe size = 0.01, ta = 100, length of the time 
series =  107 trials.
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The panels of Fig. 9 show that the average of the scaling time series of these time series also depends on N. 
These results suggest that CS is a general property of mutual adaptive environments that can be used to quantify 
EI at both the levels of the average of the time series scaling index and the magnitude of their cross-correlations.

The social model we used for CS in EI is a MABM utilizing SA-agents. Rather than discussing the details of the 
EI using this model for different parameters, we used it to show that CS is a natural outcome of self-organization. 
This social model encourages future theoretical work on CS in a totally different context from that in which it 
was discovered. Note that our social MABM should not be confused with models where the dynamics of the 
system rely on a macroscopic control parameter that must be set by the experimenter. For example, in the Vicsek 
 model36, the uncertainty in measuring the average velocity by the agent is introduced in the model as noise, which 
plays the role of a control parameter, and  in51, the selection strength β is the macroscopic control parameter. In 
our social MABM, there is no control parameter; instead, the other SA-agents constitute the environment of the 
SA-agent of interest and they replace the role of control with a bottom-up self-organizing process originating 
from the self-interest of the SA-agents.

Emergence of CEs
Viswanathan et al.  in52 studied the foraging behavior of a prototypical wandering albatross and found an IPL 
distribution of flight time intervals with µ = 2, indicating its flight path is a Lévy process. They interpreted the 
existence of such temporal scale invariance to be a consequence of a possible scale-invariant spatial distribution 
of food resources for the albatross. This suggested that we focus our analysis on the behavior of a single SA-agent 
and because of its interactions with other SA-agents, its dynamics constitute a Lévy Walk.

The middle panel of Fig. 11 shows the velocity of the same SA-agent projected onto the X-direction Vx(t), 
which is indeed the projection of the 2D trajectory shown in the top panel. The three red-dotted lines in the 
middle panel divide it into four stripe regions, and every time the Vx(t) passes from one stripe region to another 
we interpret that crossing as an event (marked as an event of positive unit amplitude), as depicted in the bottom 
panel. This creates a discrete/binary representation of the dynamics of the original time series. In a modified 
DEA, we use these randomly spaced events to create the steps for a diffusion process. Note that the bottom panel 
of this figure is equivalent to panel b of Fig. 2  in1. In the case of empirical data, it is often the average of many 
signals, which, using stripes, can recover events and use them to carry out the entropy analysis of the empirical 
diffusion process.

Figure 12 shows the average scaling δ of a single SA-agent’s trajectory from group 1 and group 2. The scalings 
indicate anomalous behavior, the first sign of the emergence of a Lévy Walk.

We also show, using the aging  experiment46, that the events are renewal, specifying the emergence of crucial 
events (CEs) with statistics similar to those of a Lévy Walk.

Figure 13 shows the waiting-time PDF of the events, extracted using stripes, for the Vx(t) before aging, aged, 
and shuffled-aged. There is IPL in the waiting-time PDF of all three cases. Also, the waiting-time PDF of the aged 
and shuffled-aged events are the same, which shows the events are renewal, confirming that the dynamics of the 
single SA-agent is ruled by the renewal process (CEs). Note that the evaluated IPL of the waiting-time PDF of 
the extracted events µ in Fig. 13 is related to δ in Fig. 12 by equation µ = 1 + 1/δ.

We highlight that, however, the scaling in our model changes over time rather than being fixed, as it is in 
the case of a simple Lévy Walk. This change from a constant to a time-dependent scaling parameter depicts the 
transition from a monofractal to a multifractal process. These results show that in the social MABM a Lévy PDF 
is an emergent property of mutual interaction between the two competing groups of SA-agents.

DEA versus DFA
Figure 14 shows that, in contrast with Fig. 8, the DFA fails to reveal the existence of CS in the data and what that 
entails. This is because the DEA measures the dynamics of the system on a large time scale while DFA captures 
the dynamics of the local interactions. Figure 15, in comparison with Fig. 9, shows that the DFA scalings have 
less variability versus N, and while for the averaged R(t) and averaged OF(t) time series the DFA scalings show 

Figure 14.  In the panels, from left to right, the cyan diamonds show the cross-correlation between the scaling 
time series evaluated using Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) on averaged R(t), averaged OF(t), and O(t) 
time series of the two groups, versus the number of SA-agents of each group N. The filled symbols show the 
mean values of the cross-correlations of the ten simulations done for each size N.
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a process with almost no memory (H close to 0.5), the DFA scaling of the O(t) time series shows a scaling less 
than 0.5, indicating an anti-correlation in the signal.

These results show the advantage of a modified DEA used in this research in tracking the complexity of short 
time series.

Conclusion
The implications of this research on complexity synchronization are dramatic and far-reaching in that the theo-
retical and analytical approaches that have proven useful in the understanding of this new phenomenon may 
generalize across a broad spectrum of questions from complex human neurophysiological ONs to complex social 
networks of humans, as well as into the realm of technology networks. We are pursuing a more comprehensive 
research plan to translate complexity science concepts, methods, and tools to seek self-organizing and operating 
principles valid across both biological and sociological networks.

The findings recorded herein strongly suggest that the EI of SA-agents is a candidate for modeling the interac-
tions with humans for training/teaming/rehabilitation25. Also, it is worth emphasizing the difference between the 
present modeling strategy and that involving artificial intelligence (AI) by pointing out that the EI of SA-agents 
is based on fuzzy logic and self-interest in contrast to AI being based on learning from selected human datasets 
and is without self-interest. This makes EI interpretable for humans, while AI is considered a “black box” in 
most of the published literature. Note that there is no macroscopic control parameter in the EI of SA-agents with 
control being a bottom-up emergent property of the underlying dynamic process.

Little is known about how to observe, manage, and improve biological/artificial/ hybrid human–machine 
interacting networks. In previous work, we showed that by examining biological datasets at the level of their 
scaling indices, there is synchrony among their complexity indices. In particular, the investigation presented 
herein establishes that although the MABM social model apparently has no mechanism in common with that of 
the interacting triad of ONs involving the heart, lungs and brain, the theoretical social SA-agent model manifests 
what appears to be the same CS phenomenon first observed in processing the empirical data from the interact-
ing triad of  ONs1,3.

Thus, we conjecture that just as all linear dynamic systems that are periodic in time, whether their periodic-
ity is a consequence of a spinning wheel, an equidistant set of points along a line, the sound of single frequency 
musical note, or any of a large number of other physical processes, can be described using a simple harmonic 
oscillator, so too can all complex dynamic networks having CS in time, whether the CS is a consequence of mul-
tiple interacting ONs or of interacting social groups of arbitrary size, can be described by their synchronously 
locked measures of complexity, those being their multifractal dimensions (MFDs).

The present work uses a relatively simple MABM social model incorporating SA-agents into the network 
dynamics to show that CS is a general property of mutually adaptive environments and that the emerging CS 
between SA-agents’ time series is compatible with the CS in human biological/behavioral data. The ensemble 
average multifractal dimension < D(t) > is herein given by < D(t) >  = 2 −  < R(t) > and therefore we found in the 
Results section that < R(t) > has a quasi-harmonic variability in the relatively narrow interval [1.26,1.4]. This 
synchronous behavior displayed by < R(t) > in Fig. 7 is not that different from the quasi-periodic scaling of the 
MFD behavior of < OF(t) > parameter depicted there as well.

We close with a hypothesis based on the observation that the fractal dimension of a time series generated by 
an isolated complex network plays a role analogous to that of the frequency in a simple linear system. Moreover, 
the singularity spectrum of a MFD time series generated by a complex network plays a role analogous to that of 
a frequency spectrum in a fractionally dynamic linear systems. The hypothesis goes as  follows53:

Universal Law of MFD Synchrony (ULMFDS): All ONs are described by Crucial Event time series having 
fractal dimensions when isolated. When allowed to interact with one or more other ONs to form a network-
of-ONs (NoONs) each fractal time series becomes a MFD time series and the only configuration for a healthy 
NoONs has complexity synchronization to stabilize its operation.

Figure 15.  The panels, from left to right, show the average of the scaling time series, evaluated using Detrended 
Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) MDEA on the averaged R(t), averaged OF(t), and O(t), versus the number of 
SA-agents of each group N. The blue circles and red triangles represent groups 1 and 2, respectively. The filled 
symbols show the mean values of the ten simulations done for each size.
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Data availability
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Code availability
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